
Genius Loci: KALOGRIA

b y   A t o m   H u b

Organic sounds of nature and found objects recorded on the spot in Kalogria,
Greece. 



Details

- 16 bit / 44,1 kHz wav format
- 1,73 GB installed
- 155 basic original patches (Ambiences, Bamboo, 
  Bushes, Sea and water...)
- 63 derived single patches
- 40 derived multi patches
- up to 5 r. robins per sample set
- Kontakt 5.8.1 and above full version
  required

About Genius Loci: KALOGRIA

This library contains sounds gathered during my holiday visit of a beautiful place in north-western 
Greece, Kalogria. It is the second instalment of the Genius Loci series dedicated to places with a 
unique atmosphere, which inspired me to take out the microphone and collect sounds.

Like the previous one, Obzor, this collection also brings sounds of sea, sand, meadows and insect 
as well as various found items.
Both day and night ambiences were recorded, wide array of sea water sounds, sand, rocks and 
shells and also a lot of bushes, wood and bamboo kind of sounds, both percussive and tonal. A few
plastic and metal objects like parts of a buoy left on a beach, or a football goal and iron gate can be
found here too. To add some more musicality to the collection, several synth presetss were created
using a hardware synth and effect units. Mellow pads as well as disturbing, dark backgrounds to 
the organic sound core of the library.

Who would enjoy this collection?

I believe, this collection of sounds would be interesting to all composers, who like to throw some
interesting sonic textures or backgrounds in here and there. Also to all ambient music makers, who
could find a use for a long sea wave loops and maritime ambiences. Scoring an animated movie, or
an indie game? Playing live as an ambient/experimental electronic music act? You just love the sea
and the sounds it makes and are familiar with Kontakt? This library is surely a nice addition to the
sample collection of every creative musician or a sample lover!

Categories

In this collection you will find several folders, or categories of presets ready to be used in your 
compositions. Let´s take a closer look:



BASIC 

You will find original, non effected sample sets, all recorded right on the spot, categorized to 11 
folders here. These are:

1. Ambiences (cicadas, crickets, crowes)

2. Bamboo (various bamboo sticks, hits, rustles)



3. Bushes (bushes, plants, footsteps)

4. Metals (a buoy, fence, iron gate, footbal goal)

5. Miscellaneous (a fly, plastic bags, a sprinkler, trash bin)



6. Sand and rocks (gravel, rocks, sand)

7. Sea and water (sea, waves, flops, clunks, water irrigation)



8. Sea shells (shells sounds)



9. Synth (tonal/atonal pads and backgrounds)



10. Tonal (organic sounds from previous categories turned into unusual sonic backgrouds)

11. Wood (a door creaks, footsteps, wood chunks)



SINGLE

Sound presets created out of the samples from BASIC category using user interface effects.

MULTI

Combinations of presets from the BASIC and/or SINGLE categories played at once.



USER

Space for your own sound creations.

Notes and tips

Preserve the patches in their folders - especially "Basic" ones. These are the originals, from which
other patches (Single, Multi) were derived.

Use the "Tune" knob of the instrument to change the pitch of the sample set and "Pan" slider
under it to alter panorama. 

Browse the directories (Basic, Single, Multi) and use the patches within as starting points for your
own creative efforts. Store created patches in "User" folder afterward.

Build  your  own  "multis".  Join  two  or  more  patches  together  to  create  interesting  sound
combinations. It is fun!

Hovering your mouse over a knob or a button will activate a help text shown in the info 
bar at the bottom of the window.

FX knobs are, as you can see, depicted in the form of a sea shell, not displaying the exact values
and it is made so for a reason – let us trust our ears more than eyes

General User Interface – Effects



1. EQ – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjusting
2. ATTACK and RELEASE right under EQ to adjust start and length of a sample
3. FILTER – Cutoff, Frequency and Band Width set up
4. CHORUS – creating a richer, thicker sound adding subtle movement to a signal
5. FLANGER – giving sound some movement
6. PHASER – phasing, twirling the signal
7. DELAY – echoes signal almost endlessly
8. REVERB – well, just imagine world without reverb
9. LIMITER– last help, if too loud :-)

 

Thank you for supporting Genius Loci: Kalogria!

Enjoy! 

Please, don´t resell, upload, or duplicate the library or 
its parts further in any form and keep it for yourself.

contact: info@atomhub.net

sincerely yours
Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub

http://Www.atomhub.net/
http://Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
http://Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples

